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Abstract
Two topics are treated here First, we present a user model
pattcrncd
after the stereotype
approach
(Rich, 1979)
This
model surpasses Rich’s model with respect to its greater flexibility in the construction
of user profiles, and its trcat,ment of
positive and negative arguments.
Second, we present an inference machine
This machine treats uncertain
knowledge in t,he
form of evidence for and against the accuracy of a proposition.
Trut,h values arc replaced by the concept of a two-dimensional
evidence space
We discuss the consequences of the concept,
particularly
with regard to verification.
The connection
between these two topics is established by implementation
of the

user model on the inference machine

User Modeling
Broader fields of computer application going beyond routine data processing with stereotyped programs have, iu
turn, broadened the circle of computer users, and made
it necessary to take different kinds of users into account
Assuming a homogeneous user
in developing a system.
group, systems developers were able to design a system to
perform in accordance with the requirements and capabilities assumed for a partirulal type of user (implicit user
modeling). With a heterogeneous user group, this is no
longer possible. The system is required to react differently
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to different users. In order to do this, it requires knowledge about orlc or more user types [a prrora use1 models
(Wahlster, 1982)] and rules which specify how this knowledge is to direct system behavior. Explicit user modeling
is involved if, and ouly if, a system:
l

l

Has access to explicit, knowledge about users or user
types, and
Employs this knowledge in guiding system behavior

In reprcscuting the (1 ~JWJTZ useI models, earlier systems follow the approach of standards, z.e., rcpresentiug
the typical user explicitly (Brown and Burton, 1976; Genesereth, 1978) or t,he more flexible one of stereotypes, z.e.,
representing general knowledge about groupings of characteristics of persons (Rich, 1979).
In order to concretize an n praorz user model fol a
particular user, z.e., t,o construct a user profile for a specific user from (4prrori: user models, two fundamental techuiques have been developed The system either takes the
initiative and questious the user (Genesereth, 1978; Rich,
1979), or it directly determines a user profile from the
user’s behavior by measuring deviation from a st,andartl
(Brown and Burton, 1976).
The user model WC employ is based on the stereotype
approach. It seems to us that this model has an irnportaut
advantage over the standards approach because there arc
various a przorz models for various aspects of individuals
and a siuglo n przori model is uot, required to uniformly
cover all aspects of possible users. Thus characteristics
that are not connected can bc freely combined, aud tlifferent views of an individual can be modeled.
In order to construct a concrete user profile, WCutilize
information supplied by the user about himself. Whereas
the system in (Rich, 1979) asks questions about character
traits, wc only require inforrnation rclatcd to the t,opic

of t,hc dialogue. Since self-assessment,s usually render a
distorted picture of the user and are not expected in a
real consultative dialogue, they should not be specially
required in man-machine communication.
In adapting a
user model to an individual user, it, is better to utilize
only those characteristirs that are mentioned by the users
in t,he dialogue and which they consider to be rclcvant to
their concerns.
At, the level of the linguistic surface structure, certain
phenomena like anaphora, choice of ellipses, and definite
descriptions can be suitably handled with the help of user
modeling (Wahlster and Jameson, 1982). On the conceptual level of communication, user models are necessary for
the choice of suitable degrees of detail and the order of presentation of items of information (McKeown, 1982) as well
as for the recognition of misconceptions (Webber, 1983).
Finally, on the action level, human characteristics have
to be taken into account for the actual task of the system:
here, to function as a consultant The same solutions cannot be suggested to every user; rather, specific, individual solutions must be found. If a consultative system is
required to do more than sirnply answer questionsPand
this is often in demand (Morik, 1983a)-it must be able
to make suggestions and recommendations, to advise for
or against a particular course of action. Since speech acts
like advice, and recommendations are actions, the performance of speech acts is located on the action lcvcl as well.
1Jser modeling is a necessary prerequisite for a suitable natural-language system response, but it is not only
relevant, for natural-language systems since it is independent of the concretely realized surface structure. The user
model that we will present here operates on the action
level. It is a core of a consultative system.
Value judgments can bc seen as the central concept
for the consultative situation. The speech acts of recommend, suggest, and advise are based on knowledge about
the dialogue partner’s value judgments. Something which
he or she evaluated negatively cannot be sincerely recornmended. Finding something suitable for the user requires
knowledge about his or her assessments. The task of consulting may be seen as a comparison of the demands made
on an object by the user and the system’s knowledge about
available ob,jccts, performed in order to determine the suitability of an object for the user.
It is often not possible to reach a clear decision about
suitability. Let us suppose, for instance, that the system
has the task of selecting a suitable apartment for the user
from a list of offerings. It is not to be expected that any
one apartment, will meet all of the requirements of the user
in every respect. In this case it is appropriate to consider
the arguments for and against an apartment After making
a selection of the apartments that, merit consideration, the
system must make it possible for the user to assess those
selections. In this case, the systcrn cannot simply decide
yes or no and make a positive or negative recommendation.

Depending on the extent to which the advantages of a
particular apartment balance out its disadvantages, the
system must take different courses of action. It can make
strong or weak recommendations, indicating which criteria
are fulfilled and which are not, and leave the decision to
the user. It may also note additional positive features of
the apartment or call the user’s unfulfilled requirements
into question. This differentiated system response rcquircs
an internal representation of the user’s value judgments
(e.g., about apartments), z.e., the criteria that the user
sets and the conditions for fulfilling a criterion. It demands
a weighting of requirements, and it demands a comparison
between the user’s requirements and the characteristics of
the objects (apartments), leading to a more differentiated
response than a simple yes/no decision.
Our conception of assessment on a positive-negative
scale is represented in Figure 1:
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Figure 1.

Depending on the user profile, each criterion is assigned a specific importance value (very important, important, unimportant).
For each criterion there are one
or more conditions that must be fulfilled in order for the
criterion itself to be fulfilled. Individuals differ not just in
their choice of criteria but also in the conditions they impose for the fulfilhnent of a criterion (Morik, 198313). For
this reason, conditions assigned to a particular criterion
are also dependent on the user profile.
Before we can describe how we implemented this concept of value judgment for user rnodeling on an inference
machine which processes evidence, we must present the
concept of evidence evaluation.
Interpretation

of Evidence-Evaluated

Assertions

Assertions about the world are by their very nature inex-
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act. The iuexactness can be broken down into incompleteness, uncertainty, and vagueness.
As a first, attempt at a definition we
Incompleteness:
can propose the following: A world model is incomplete
if the spcakcr/hearer does not have complet,c information about~ the ext,ension of a relation or function (open
us. closed world). Since it follows from this that there
cannot, be any world model for a speaker/hearer which is
complete, let us revise the definition so that completeness
is not checked for the entirr world model (the concept is
meaningless at this level) but rather for a part of the world
model For example: “The apartment is in a quiet area.”
The knowledge of t,hc speaker is complete as far as traffic
noise is concerned It, is, however, incomplete with respect,
t,o noise in geucral, e.g., the neighbors might be noisy.
(See, Collins et al., 1975, and Fox, 1981 on incompletencss) .
“The apart,mcnt will presumably be free
Uncertainty:
on January 1, 1984.” The speaker uses the word “presumablc” to articulate his degree of certainty about the
likelihood that the event rcfcrrrd to will take place. He
might be more or less certain that the event will t,akc
placr than implied here. This would uccessitate a different
formulation corresponding to the degree of his certainty.
The certainty or uncertainty of the event is the product,
of factors that speak for and fact,ors that speak against
the likelihood of its t,aking place. In particular, the world
model relating t&opossible (fllture) events is systemically
uncert,ain because the syst,cm of rules with which future
world conditions can be delived is always subject to such
uncertaiuty (See Joshi, 1978, Lowrance and Garvcy, 1982;
Cohen and Grinbcrg, 1983; and Rollinger, 1983a, on mlcertaiut,y) .
“The apartmcntf has an area of about 100
Vagueness:
square meters.” Hcrc the speaker (the real estate agent) is
quite smc t,hat the statement is true The clement, of inexa&less arises through the characterization of the “object”
(apartment).
Moreover, it camlot be assumed nncondtionally that, t,he realtor’s world model is inexact on this
point,. Particularly in this context it, must be assumed that,
the speaker would be in a position to make an exact statement (e.g., 105 square mctcrs) but chooses not to do so,
since, in accordance with Grice’s conversational postulates
(“be relevant”), he d oes not wish to be overly informative. This criterion dots not apply to uncertain knowledge
since stating a ccrt,ainty in a form different from the one
actually available to the speaker in a situation in which
the hearer cannot derive t,he actual certainty from context
would he the equivalent, of misleading the hearer and could
not, be explained with Gricc’s post,ulates. The postulate
“be honest” would be violat,ed here. (See Zadeh, 1965 and
Wahlster, 1981 on vagueness.)
ln this article we will t,ake up t,he uucertainty
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of statc-

merits. We believe that it is, in general, only possible to
state the degree to which a proposition is likely to be considercd true This degree of certainty is determined by the
quantity and quality of knowledge sources that speak for
or against a statement. In order to determine the degree
of certainty of a statement from the available information,
the individual points of evidence must bc combined, and
the arguments weighed against one another
A representation formalism for handling uncertainty
must meet the following requircmcnts:
l

l

l

It must be capable of representing certain knowledge
as well as uncertain knowledge.
It must permit determining and explaining the reasons
for imccrtainty.
It, must permit comparison of degrees of certainty.

In the first two (Cohen and Grinbcrg, 1982), requirements are raised and a proccdurr completely dispensing
with numerical values is presented. This neglects the third
requirement, however. For this reason we utilize a mixed
approach storing and applying both the degree of certainty
in the form of numerical values and the reasons for the uncertainty.

WI
Figure 2.

The degrees of uucertaiut,y are represcuted by numerical values in order to make it possible to combine and
compare them by means of simple procedures The points
of evidence from the evidence space assigned to the statements are not truth functional, as might be expected. The
evidence space (Figure 2) is supposed to provide the basis

for modcling human behavior, and we must assume that
human behavior is not truth functional. In particular, this
means that the different regions into which the evidence
space can be divided cannot, be interpreted truth fimctionally.
Let us turn our at,tention to examples (1) - (3):
(1) AVAILABLE
(APARTMENT
- 1, CARPETED)
[l,O]
(2) AVAILABLE

(APARTMENT

-2, CAR.PETED)

(3) AVAILABLE

(APARTMENT

-2, QUIET)

[0.7,0]

[0 2, 0 71

The evidence values in these examples are to be intcrpreted as follows: [l,O] means that the person who has
statement (1) in his knowledge base is convinced that this
statement describes reality. (That, is, there are very good
reasons for and none against ) In (2) with the values
[0.7,0], the “owner” of the statement is “largely” convinced
that the statement corresponds to reality, but is not conlpletely convinced that reality complctcly corresponds to
his model on this point
The unccrt,ainty here may rcsult from t,he fact t,hat, the source of information is the
owner of the apartment, who was purposely vague about,
the floor covering iu his tlcscript,ion and did uot explicitly
mcution the presence of “wall-t,o-wall carpeting,” although
his description allows this conclusion to be drawn. In (3),
thcrc are arguments (points of evidence) that indicat,e that
Apartment 2 is noisy (e.g., it is close to the street) as well
as arguments that indicate that it, is quiet (e.g , the presWCC of double windows). The figure does not indicate the
degree of noisiness or quietness!
This makes it clear how the different regions of the
two-dimensional cvidcnce space arc to be interpreted: The
point [O,O] is undcrst,ood to mean “no information about
this matter is available”; the region [l,O] means “I am absolutely sure that this statement describes reality accurately
(and completely) ” The region surromiding [0.5, 0.51 indi-
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cates “There arc arguments for as well as against,” and the
region [O,l] iudicates “I am absolut,ely convinced that the
statement dots not correspond t,o reality.” Finally, the region [l,l] means contradiction:
“Every indication speaks
both for and against, the fact that this statement corresponds to reality.” As we will see below, other regions of
the evidence space can also br meaningfully intrrprctcd
This sort of evaluation of stat,emcnts and rules has ccltain conscqucnces for the formulation of inference rules:
truth values that can be used to define the concepts verification and falsificat,ion are no longer available in the
evidence-cvaluat,cd st,atcmcnt space These concept,s musi
therefore be redefined. Corresponding to the poiuts of
evidence of the statemeuts, we provide premises and conclusions with goal points with which the points of cvidcncc
of the statements, which are supposed to function as sub
stantiation for premises, are compared. By means of this
comparison, the dcviat,ion is t,hc basis for the evaluation of
t,he quality of t,he verification. The uncertaint,y of a rule is
expressed by an indicator of its implicational strength
a
numerical value between 0 and 1
A premise is verified only wheu it can be showu that,
there is a piece of supporting evidence whose evidence
point lies in the area surrounding the goal point, of t,hc
premise.
In order t,o calculate the evidence point of the (‘0~
elusion, the deviations between evidence point,s and goal
points of t,he premises are combined and multiplied by the
strengt,li of implicatjion. The c~onil~inatory function can be
expressed as the dctcrmination of a maximum, minimum,
or an average. A goal point for the conclusion must also be
cstablishcd. The evidence point calculated for the conclusion is compared with its goal point Hence a conclusion
is verified only when the evidence point calculated fol the
conclusion lies in the area surroundiug its goal point (11s~
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Rule.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 3 illustrates an example of an inference rule.
Involved here is one part of the construction of a user profile on the basis of two stereotypes: if a person is willing to
pay a high rent, then the size of the apartment, the conveniences it offers, and its condition are very important
criteria; if a person has small children, then whether there
is a mlrsery school close by is, in addition, a very important criterion for renting an apartment. Here, the premises
are supposed to be quite evident. The strength of implication is also set rather high with a value of [0.9], and the
conclusion should also reflect a high degree of certainty’
The inference is triggered if the individual is prepared to
pay a high rent, if the individual’s children are small, or
if it is to be shown that the above-mentioned criteria are
very important for an individual.
On the Modeling
of the Action
of a Consultative
System

Level

At this point we would like to describe the user model
we implemented on the inference machine. We chose apartment rental as a typical consultative situation. The system assumes the role of the real estate agent, while the
user is an apartment-seeker. Since we concentrated on the
‘For purposes of implementation

all figures arc multiplied
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action level, the inputs and outputs were formulated eithcr directly in the internal reprcscntation language SRL
(Schneider et al., 1981) or in quasi-natural language with
predetermined sentence patterns
In inquiring about a suitable apartment, the user must
first of all provide pertinent information about him- or
herself-in
this case, price range, the number of persons
who will occupy the apartment, the presence of children
and their age(s). These facts are assigned a high evidence
value [l,O] and entered into the system as “user facts.”
Figure 4 gives an overview of the system’s knowledge bases.
The stereotypes, which are represented here in the
form of inference rules (Figure 3), generate a list of which
criteria are very important for the apartment-seeker, which
are important and which are unimportant.
The importance of the criteria is similarly entered under user facts.
For each criterion there are one or more alternative
rules of application, which consist of conditions for the
fulfillment of a criterion.
Since users dialer not only in
the choice of criteria and their importance but also in the
conditions set for the fulfillment of a criterion, there are
different rules of application for a given criterion depending on user type. Thus an apartment may bc classified as
“large” on the basis of different rules of application:
a) An apartment is large if it has as many rooms of a
standard size as occupants.
b) An apartment is large if it has more rooms of at

least standard size than occupants.
In this example the system chooses rule (a) if the user
specifies a low price range and rule (1,) if the user specifies
a high price range.
A rule of application is formalized as a list of premises
and the associsttcd criterion as the conclusion. The conditions of a rule of application which are fulfilled by an
apartment with a certain degree of certainty represent arguments for the suitability of the apartment. Conditions
which are not fulfilled with an adequate degree of certainty
represent arguments against the apartment. This is carried over to the criteria: if more arguments speak for the
fulfilhncnt, of a criterion than against, this speaks for the
apartment.. In this way, an evidence value for the suitability of an apartment for a user is reached in two st,cps using
the evidence comput,ation.
The conditions correspond directly to possible charKnowledge about apartments
acterist,ics of apartments
is represented in the form of SRL st,atcments with evidence points. At present three different apartments are
described by “apartment facts.” The implementation of
the concept presented above for value judgments along a
positive-negative scale (Figure 1) can be illustrated using
an example with two criteria, each with one rule of application (Figure 5)
In order to determine a suitable apartment for a particular individual, the metarule SUITABILITY
is called.
This rule attempts to verify the important and very important, criteria for the user with the largest possible amount
of evidence. If this procedure is not successful for any
of the apartments, the important criteria are eliminated,
and the very important criteria are checked again with a
weaker grade of evidence. The result is then displayed depending on the evidence point determined for suitability
(Figure 6).
The differentiation of possible cases, which is easily
implemented using evidence points, provides a basis for
modeling dialogue strategies and for speech act generation
on the action level. If the suitability of an apartment for an
individual has a high degree of positive evidence (a point
close to [l,O]), th en an unqualified recommendation of the
apartment is in order.
If the criteria are fulfilled with a lesser degree of positive evidence (a point in the neighborhood of [0.6, O]),
a weaker (but still unqualified) recommendation is called
for. A qualified recommendation is appropriate if there
are explicitly unfulfilled criteria-that
is, arguments which
speak against, an apartment but which are outweighed by
advantages (a point close to [0.6, 0.31).
If as much speaks for as against the suitability of an
apartment (an evidence point, in the region of [0.5, 0.5]),
the user is in need of additional information.
For this
reason, the system searches for “ext,ras” offered by the
apartment. These are features which are not determined
from the criteria set by the user, but which are generally

assessed as positive. In this situation they may well tip
the balance in favor of the apartment. An example here
might be the presence of a fireplace (Figure 6).
Finally, if none of the available apartments fills many
of the user’s criteria, z.e., if negative evidence is very strong
(a point in the neighborhood of [O,l]), there is no suitable
apartment available to meet the user’s requirements. At
this point the system could be modified so that the criteria
and conditions are outputted one by one and the user is
permitted to modify them.
The user model takes into account the following assessment scales: “Quality” (good or bad), “importance” (very
important, important, unimportant) and “evidence.” Evidence is processed with the help of the evidence space,
supported by the inference machine. Importance is expressed by predicates. Quality is expressed in the form of
rules involving value judgment standards (criteria and conditions). The relation between the scales can be pictured
in the following way. The user’s value judgment st,andards
determine what is considered important and which features of an apartment are to be checked. The importance
value determines the degree of certainty wit,h which a criterion must be fulfilled. The degree of certainty with which
the requirements of the user and the features of the apartment correspond determines the output behavior of the
system.
Through diffcrcntiated treatment of different cases on
the action level and through flexible construction of a concrete user profile based on several stereotypes, a basis is
laid for a consultative system which utilizes the advantages
of an inference machine employing evidence space. The
concepts lend themselves to interfacing with processes on
the conceptual level which are closer to natural language
and with an NL surface structure. Thus, for example, the
arguments for and against the suitability of an apartment
could serve as a guide for the description of the apartment.
The evidence points could control the choice of particles
expressing conviction.
Implementation
The basis of implementation is an inference machine which
was implemented in WPROLOG on the ITEL AS 5.3 Coinputer in the KIT Project as the nucleus of a text comprehension system. The fundamental characteristics of this
inference machine are:
The administration of an evidence-evaluated propositional knowledge base (here special reference should
be made to the non-monotony of the inference process
which can result from changes in knowledge, i.e., in
connection with the use of default rules);
The select,ion of inference rules both from the point
of view of “rule complexity” and “compatibility of the
evidence point of a proposition that is to be checked
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with the goal area of t,hc entry point” in backwardchaining mode as well as forward-chaining mode;
The capability of switching from backward-chaining
t,o forward-chaining mode if a new (relevant,) cvidcncc
value for a proposition is computed;
A mixed depth-first, breadth-first, procedure oriented
on the evaluations of applicable rules.

The next extension of the inference machine will take
degree-of-interest asscssmrnts of conclusious into account
as control knowledge in order to simulate inference processes directed by interest and attcntivcncss.
The user
model described hcrc is a program consisting of 27 rules
(of the t,ypc illustrated in Figure 3) with 43 cnt,ry points
aud 54 evidence-evaluated SRT, statementjs
This knowledge base (fact,s and rules) is intcrprctcd by
the iufcrence machine The system as a whole is started
with a 1 megabyte storage. Answering A decision question
or an additional information question formulated as an
SRL expression rcquircs, on the average, 2.7 seconds CPTJ
time. This processing time is progressively reduced, since
after being checked for consistency, all derived statemcnts~
includiug iutermediatc steps-are incorporat,cd by the system into t,ho knowledge base
Postscript
After we implcmentcd the kelnel user model on the infcrencc machiuc, we realized that the principles of user modcling described here arc part, of the natural language syst,cm HAM-ANS. In t,he hotel reservation situation, HAMANS builds up a user profile and infers the user’s evalua50
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[l,O]

Facts.

5.
tion standards ‘l‘he system then accorclmgly recommends
a room category t,o the user Thus t,hc cmbcdding of this
user model into a natural language syst,em has in lact been
implemented (Morik, 1984). However, revision of t#hc assumed criteria aud t,he user profile 011the basis of the dialogue reyuircs further investigation.
The inference machine has also beeu developed futher. It has hecn enhanced followiug the principles of
knowlcdgc reprcsent,ation dcsrribctl by Brachman and
Schmolxe (1982). It now works entirely with an extended
version of SRL; no PROLOG formulas are in evideucc 011
the top level. Facts are no longer represent,ed as a set, of
propositions but rather as a referential network with links
to a conceptual nct,work const,ruct*cd by freezing inference
rules (Emde et ul., 1984). Iu addition, a clear interface
for yucrying, updating and maintenance has been implcmcnt,cd.
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Errata to Volume 6, Number
1, Spring 1985
In “AI Research in France,” the following rcfcrcnces were
dropped:

L

ENSEEIHT:
Ecole Nationale Superieure d’Electrotechniquc,
d’Elcctronique
ct d’hydraulique de Toulouse 2 rue Camichel
31071 Toulouse
Expert Systems, Robotics, Languages
(H.
Farreny.)
ENSET:
Ecole Nationale
Superieure
de 1’Enseignemcnt
Technique 61 avenue Wilson, 94230 Cachan Expert Systems
in CAD/CAM
(J. M Fouct )
46
ENST: Ecole Nationalc Superieure des Tclccommm~ications
rut Barrault, 75013 Paris. Linguistics, Expert Systems (A
Born& )
The original EN SEEIHT and ENSET references in the article
should be disregarded.
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GettingComputersto
Talklike Youand Me
Discourse Context, Focus, and
Semantics (an ATN Model)

RachelReichman
Gettinga computerto understandour
everydaylanguagemay be a long way off;
however,this book makesan important
contributionto the study of pragmaticsand
discourseby describinga comprehensive
modelfor humandialog
$20.00

Mental Spaces
Aspects of Meaning Construction
in Natural Language

Gil/esFauconnier
Fauconnieroffers a highly original, integratedtreatmentof issuesthat playa central
role in linguistic semantics,philosophyof
language,and cognitiveapproachesto
meaning.“Gilles Fauconnier’sMental
Spacesis a magnificentpieceof work.”
-George Lakoff, Universityof California,
Berkeley
$25.00

W
(1981) Naturlichsprachlichc
Argumentation
in
Wahlstcr,
Dialogsystemcn: KI-Vcrfahren cur Rekonstruktion
und Erklarung
approximativer
Inferenzprozesse
Berlin, Hcidclbcrg, New York

\

Newfrom
BradfordBooks

Summer, 1985

QualitativeReasoning
about PhysicalSystems
editedby DanielG. Bobrow
Qualitativeor NaivePhysicsis a rapidly
developingareaof cognitivescience.The
contributionsin this book presentthe most
recentwork on qualitativereasoningabout
the real (physical)world. A themecommon
to all of them is explaininghow physical
systemswork-from heatflow to transistors
to digital computation.Theseexplanations
are so detailedand exactthat they can be
usedby computerprogramsto reason
about physicalwork in the samekinds of
ways that peopledo. Thearticles in Qualifative ReasoningaboutPhysicalSystems
constituteda specialissueof the Journalof
Artificial Intelligence.North Americaonly.
$22.50 (softcover)
28 CarletonStreet
Cambridge,MA 02142

